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New models 2007  

BR 02 INSTRUMENT - 1000 M
PROFESSIONAL DIVING INSTRUMENT, WATER-RESISTANT TO 1,000 M

Bell & Ross has made its name as a benchmark in Haute Horlogerie and the exclusive world of professional 

users with watches that totally respond to requirements of extreme conditions.

Indeed, Bell & Ross watches are designed to support professionals cope with extreme temperatures, 

violent speed accelerations or to resist dangerous pressure levels. 

Drawing on their experience in the aeronautical and military industries, master watchmakers, designers 

and professional users have successfully combined their skills to create a new professional diving 

instrument.

READABILITY -  WATER RESISTANCE  

Designed for professionals who require tools with optimum reliability, the BR02 INSTRUMENT collection 

satisfies two basic principles: readability and water resistance.

-  Readability: To satisfy the extreme conditions of deep-sea diving, the BR02 watch is fitted with 

photoluminescent large hands and index to make it easier to read in the deepest and darkest depths.

  The unidirectional inside bezel graduated to 60 mn and marked by a photoluminescent index also provides 

optimum reading when submerged.

-  Water resistance: Guaranteed water-resistant to 1,000 M, the BR02 INSTRUMENT can resist extreme 

pressure levels higher than the standards set by the Swiss Watchmaking Industry. 

  During deep sea diving, its decompression valve balances the pressure inside the case with exterior 

pressure.

The BR 02 INSTRUMENT also provides an optimum comfort. Thanks to the ergonomics of its case and the 

flexibility and adaptability of the strap.

The BR02 is the ultimate utilitarian watch; perfectly readable in gloomy conditions and guarantees optimum 

safety throught its measurement diving times.

A precision tool, the BR02 is not just a reliable instrument ready for any professional diving mission, but 

an ally of every moment.

PR: Isabelle Corigny. Tel: +33 (0)1 42 86 61 25. E-mail: i.corigny@bellross.com
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INSTRUMENT BR 02 - 1000 M 
Steel

  

  Technical characteristics

Movement: mechanical automatic.

Functions: hours, minutes, seconds and date.

Case: 44 mm diameter. Satin-polished stainless 
steel 316 L. Screw-in crowns. Decompression valve 
for deep sea diving.

Dials: black. Numbers, index and hands covered in 
photoluminescent coating to optimise night reading.  
Pro dial version: black dial with large 
photoluminescent index.

Bezel: Unidirectional, cranted interior bezel 
graduated to 60 mn with photoluminescent 
reference point.

Crystal: anti-reflection sapphire.

Water resistance: 1000 m.

Strap: rubber or heavy-duty synthetic fabric.

Price:  3,000 €

BR 02 .  Steel case  
Rubber strap

2 BR 02 .  Steel case - Pro dial 
Synthetic fabric strap
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INSTRUMENT BR 02 - 1000 M 
Carbon finish steel case

BR 02 .  Carbon finish steel case  
Rubber strap

4 BR 02 .  Carbon finish steel case - Pro dial  
Synthetic fabric strap
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  Technical characteristics

Movement: mechanical automatic.

Functions: hours, minutes, seconds and date.

Case: 44 mm diameter. 316L glass bead blasted 
steel with «vacuum carbon» black finish. 
Decompression valve for deep sea diving.

Dials: black. Numbers, index and hands covered in 
photoluminescent coating to optimise night reading.  
Pro dial version: black dial with large 
photoluminescent index.

Bezel: unidirectional, cranted interior bezel 
graduated to 60 mn with photoluminescent 
reference point.

Crystal: anti-reflection sapphire.

Water resistance: 1000 m.

Strap: rubber or heavy-duty synthetic fabric.

Price:  3,500 €
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INSTRUMENT BR 02 - 1000 M

BR 02 . Crowns 6

BR 02 . Decompression valve7 BR 02 . Back8

Diver 19 Diver 210


